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THE ETHNIC T'ACTOR IN,THE FUTURE OF
INEQUALITY

I.

A Forgotten Dimensj-on of Inequality

The riots of the 1960's when the American
nation has
never been more powerful 0r more prosperous made

it

uncom_

fortably clear that great changes have taken prace
within
our society - "we apparently have failed to understand
them
and certainly we have failed to handled them.,'
The shifting of social conflict showed that development can no
longer
be defined strictly in terms of a growing gross
national
product or even of social objectives such as
rand reform or
equar opportunity of employment. rnstead, development
must
be conceived of in terms of the totar liberation
of individ-

uals to furfirl their human potential. whire acknowredging
the role of economics in deveropment and that many problems
of ethnicity refrect resentment at various forms of institutionalized inequalities, we cannot, from this perspective,
speak of deveroped and developing groups in plurar
societies.
rn our national experience, economic aains are not automaticaIly translated into gains in other important realms
of
life'
consequently, our stratification anarysis must exte.nd
the concept of poverty t'peyond. the narrow limits of
income
to the qualities of poritical and personal relations 2
r,,
making policies and programs relevant and appropriate
to the

life styles of their intended consumers.
Immigrant history reveals that the first organized efforts of immigrants aimed to secure basic goals:
a job, money, decent housing, equal treatment. I'After
these goals were substantially achieved, the immigrant
began his quest for status. This was, of course, a more
elusive endeavor because status is granted by others and
3
does not depend soIely on money." As one might expect,
the technical and material improvements are less subject
to the veto of dominant groups than are changes in economic and political institutions.
And when the demands of
the depressed groups are for economic or political change,
such"'change is apt to be viewed simply as a necessary means
for attaining more palpably beneficial ends. A1so, the
host society, not succeeding in rapidly fitting the large
numbers of newcomers into the prescribed moId, developed
a new model which promulgated the promise of equal share
in the transcending vj-sion of the future and the hope for
a "plece of the pier[ if not for the immigrant himself,
then, Bt 1east, for his children. But this philosophy could
not succeed because of the false promise of equality involved.
By trying to melt into the alleged1y superior blend, the
ethnj-c person had to give up his identity and live on the
hope of some mystical metamorphosis.

4

In The Poor and the Powerful, SauI D. Alinski wrote
that a person "is also poor if he lacks power.r' Power now

claimed by various ethnic groups in American society is
something still undefined and it is unclear to many where

this power concern is going. There is no doubt for l,Iirler
and Roby that lt is a force in the struggle to reduce inequality, where "new institutions wilr be constructed, sometimes in anticipation of the pressure and the need for change,
more frequently in reluctant capitulation to littIe understood

5

" The unsettledness of those who were reft
behind in the great migration is a kind of poverty that,encompasses "the disparity between their newly found comparative affruence and the obstacres to furl social acceptancer', 6
which presupposes the destruction of th_e lower middre crass
bigotry as well as the hidden respectable one of the upper7
crass liberalism.
Being incruded in society, "which means
being accorded respect and accepted in social and political
relations with others, is increasingly an important part of
I
the issue of inequality.', rmmigrants were not just numbers.
They were not 'economic men' who sinpty ptayed out their appointed roles in the scenarios of class confl-ict. viewing
th"
in terms of a Marxist economic determinism was not conducive for charres Beard to an
appreciation of the subtre play of ethnic infruences.9 The
united states got a good dear more out of immigration than
just people. rt acquired an ,immigrant curturer,, brought
over by the "huddled masses" no matter how tired and poor they
were. rn the stratification analysis of American society it
is not a valid assumption to de.fi.ne a group economically in
demand.s.

class terms and then pursuing the other behavior components of this class group. Demographic statistics, substantiating the common observation of an urban ethnic work10
ing c1ass, let economic homogeneity overshadow the ethni.c
di-versity of that large group. Further controls on economic mobility indicate that the working class is not ,,aIr
11
the same- "
And socioeconomic factors arone appear to be
sufficient in accounting for onry a small portion of ethnic
L2
residential segregation.
Although in the United States
13
ethnicity and social crass are d.irectly rerated, and the
concepts of ethnicity and social crass become blurred in
empirical situations, they stirr separate a vertical from
a horizontal stratification.
rnequarity in social crass
relations refers essentially to distribution of materiar
rewards and to opportunities for development. For ethnic
groups, "discrimination!, and ,'fear of diversityr are the
basic probrems, and the acceptance of differences is ttre
key principre invorved. The complete equation of sociar
class and ethnicity must tead to a caste-like social structure. rn his most generalized aspects for diarectic relationship between ethnicity and social class becomes ttre
dialectic and the complementary interplay betwee.n trre particuraristic and the universaristic elements and between the
diffused culturar approaches in ethnicity and the specific
rational interest in sociar crass. Arso, the politicali_
zation of ethnicity can be a simple exproitation of it. A
new set of government leaders, including ethnic
aroups, will

not be enough to satisfy the demands of representation. A
transformation of power must take prace. A1one, neither
growing economic affluence nor poritical democracy constitute the good society. on the other hand, even an expanded
dimension of stratification may become, when we introduce
ethnic differentiation, entangled with verticar or hier14
archical systems arrd the "premise of inequality. "
It
can remain on a mere hortatory leveI, if it stiIl presupposes a homogeneous, though benlgn, culture, and does not
break down the wa1I of sociar and psychological exclusion,
and affirms our common humanity with the rest of mankind.
There will be consequences, then, to the way we chose to
understand our ethnic experience.

II.

Elitist

vs. Irtinority perspectives

In the area of the reemerging issues of culture
and ethnicity
surrounciing the prestige of various groupi-ngs in society and the nature of the interactions anong
groups - goals and targets are not clear cut. "Coming to
see one another as persons will be a long time struggle for
a society that first embraced racism and then comfortably
I5
denied its existence.rt For a society that - in rhetoric,
at reast - is pictured as sociarly democratic, information
on these patterns over a period of time is helpfut in de-

picting the extent to which gulfs between groups
are being
narrowed; and a more systematic collection
of i.nformation
will force reexamination of broad globar tenets
and specific
behaviors which are poorly articulated and understood.
In his survey of the trends of ethnic history,
Robert p. swierenga IabelIed the major perspectives
of
Ameri-ca's professionar historians as nationarist-nativist,
filiopietistic,
progressive, scientific and ethnocurturar.16
while the assimilation theme continued to doninate
ethnic
scholarship, in the last decade the ethnocurtural
or p'uralistic approach, now known as the behavioral view
of ethnic
history, seeks to understand American history in
terms of
the unique ethnorerigious groups comprising Anerican
society.
The bitter debates over prohibition,
$abbatarianism, natural_
ization laws, parochiaid and foreign ranguagre usage
in pubIlc schools support the contention that confrict
rather than
harmony is the halrmark of the pluralistic
Anerican society.
There is clearly a history of violenc. and ethnic
strife in
the American pastr dS well as a history of social
nobility
and accomod.tiorr.lT

conflicts and frustrations of ethnic life in
America have often been minimized or overrooked by
sociologists
who have favored the assimilation perspective
and have arso
assumed the willingness of American minorities
to assimilate
into the mai-nstream Ameri-ca. Karl Marx notwithstanding,

crass

consciousness has been relativeJ_y episodic
in American history.

But race, co]or, and creed have plowed a maze of deep furrows across the American nation. The knowing answers which
social science has offered for its traditional social Problems are inapplicable to such issues as ethnic group relations. L. Paul Metzger attributes the failure of most
American sociologists to take into account the. role of ethnic-

ity in American life to the theoretical framework based on
a cultural myth through which they have viewed the social
18
That
reality of race relations in the united states.
framework rests esse.ntially on the image of American Society which has been set forth by American liberalism, wtr'erein
the minority problem is defined in the narrow sense of Providing adequate, if not equal, opportunity for members of
minority groups to ascend as individuals into the mainstream
culture. Such incorporation is viewed as virtually inevitable.
MoreoVer, successful assimilation has been understood aS
synonimous with equality of opportunityr i.e. the opportunity
to discard oners ethnicity and to partake in the rrAmerican
For those sociologists who have taken ttrc posiWay of Life."
tion that racial assimilation is the key to the American social
problem, the nature of modern American society implies that
ethnicity is incompatible with major features of modern social
organization and hence will eventually "wither away. " The
theory of eventual assimilation was more clearly stated by
Robert E. Park and presupposed by Gunnar Myrdal and Arnold
Rose, but it is rooted in wh-at is perhaps the major theme of
modern sociological ttreory - the shift, in Cooleyts terms,

from 'primary' to rsecondaryt relations as the basis of
social order. Wheth.r pffi=.d in terms of the parsonian
pattern variables, the older formulations of Weber, Durkheim, Cooley, Toennies, Troeltsch, or lrlyrdal , s American
creed, it is clear that this tradition of sociologicar theory
views ethnicity as a survival of primary, quasi-tribal 1oyalties, which can have only a disfunctional place in the
achievement-oriented, rationalized, and impersonal social
relationships of modern bureaucratic order. The urtimate in
the pilgrimage from gemeinschaft to gesellschaft is Warren
c. Bennis.and Philip E. Slaterrs The Temporary Society, whose
merubers' lives are completely shaped by the functional necessities of technological industrialism.
The social reality in America urged a check on the
tendency to regard ethnic movements as extremist or escapist,
and essentially deviant pathological phenomena, or to arrogantly write off alL white ethnics as rhard hatst, tfascistt
or rracist. t It also urged to put to a test the tenets of
the classical theoretical tradition implying the inevitable
disappearance of "particulatistic solidarities.rr The general
validity of the crucial soci.ological insight of the last
Century which has noted the dramatic shift in the style of
human action under the pressures of urbanism and industrialism does not warrant a simple-minded, evolutionary interr
L9
pretation.
Its breakdown will only occur througtr- a protracted process of social conflict and at least some degree

of restructuring of the existing institutional arrangements of the society. Most Americans grew up with the
idea that a community was made up of individuals with neither crass, blocks nor groups conspiring to put serf-interest above community welfare. were temporary groups, criquesr of classes to form, assured. James Madison, in time
they wourd disappear. rt was a middre class society which
gave birth to democratic politicar institutj-ons and to a
philosophy of equalitarianism which became firmly entrenched
as a permanent American ideal and persisted through periods
when it was no longer in accordance with economic and sociar
reality. Homogeneity may have been affected symbo1icalIy,
but not practicarly, by the presence of others of different
race, religion, or nationality. The first great threat to
this predominantly homogenous community came with the new
immigration of the 1880's. In cons,equence of their great
numbers and their religious and ethnic differences these
immigrants had a profound effect. Ethnic segregatj-on characterized the major American cities and paved the way for
ethnic politics, which was strongly resented. But the conservatism which had captured America based on Adam Smith's
economics and John calvin's ethics, was ill suited to a dynamic industriar capitalism and a heterogeneous population.
Roosevelt "made the religioethnic group viabre and politic20

a1ly relevant,. Kennedy made it respectahle.tr fn the official rhetoric, ethnic aroups appeared less an o1d world
hangover and more an authentic part of the American community.

rn theory, the failure of the melting pot was acknowredged.

IO

The answer to ethnic diversity was no longer dissolution
and assimi-lation. The religioethnic group was seen as a

part of the American scene sanctioned by the new
doctrine of pluralism. But in fact all the pressures of
both elite social theory and official social practice have.
been toward assimirati-on. Throughout its history American
society never approved of its ethnic aroups, though it accepted i-ndividuar immigrants. The united states is the only
immigrant-receiving country which does not recognize the
principle of group adjustment for i-mmigrants and evokes instead strict principles of individual change, adjustment,
and allegiance. An exception to the assimilation approach
has now been made for the blacks. The poles and the Germans
before them were not arrowed to maintain a distinctive. pluralistic curture. Bracks are now encouraged to de.verop their
2L
own distinctive heritage,
but in both cases mainstream America persists in defining distinctiveness as separation and
in identifying integration with assimilation. Ethnicity is
attacked as a "phony issue', and even to speak about ethnic
diversity may be wrong, since it emphasizes what is differe.nt
instearl of what is the same. But diversity does not mean
separati-sm. As Ralph Ellison said in his rlvi,sible Man:
I'America is woven of many strands:
r wourd recognize them
and 1et it so remain. our fate is to become one, and yet
many - this is not prophecy but description.
" To accept
ethnic diversity, then, does not mean that America subpermanent

I1

stituted for its goal of a unitary integrated community
of individuals, a .compartmentalized society of separate
groups, if we know how to distinguish between pluralism
22
and separatism and between integration and assimilation.
'rBy each of us becoming more profoundly what we are, we
shall find greater unity, in those dep$ in which unity
irradiates diversity, than by attempting through the artifices of the American 'melting pot, and the cultural rel23
igion of science to become what we are not.t'
Sociology
has to refocus itself from the perspective of ethnic groups,
to develop its theories "from the area of human oppressioDr"
and its methodology "from a calculation of the {istance be24
tween universal human values and existential realities.,'
Since the sixties, i-n quick succession after the
black culture was exhausted, Indian, Chicano, puerto Rican,
Chinese, German, Italian, Greek, Irish, and polish American
cultures have been dissected. Now America's oldest minority,
the WASP, has been thrust into the public eye, together with
the newcomers: Ukranian, S1avs, Portugruese and Haitians.
Programs of ethnic studies are urged to provide for the study
of all the ethnic groups. "Ethnicity is our history. It
did not begin with the memory of the newest arrivals. rts
marks are to be read in the substrata of everyone of our major
25
institutions."
rncreases in education and income, geographical dispersion and intergroup contacts did not lessen ethnic
26
awareness in America society.
Behavioral and perceptional

12
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differences persi-st along ethnic Iines.
nwhether we like
ethnic groups or not real1y doesn't matter very
they
T;.n;
are concrete realities with which we must cope.,f

rt is the contention of this paper that the official mod.e1 of classical sociology has blinded us to a
vast range of social phenomena which must be understood if
we are to cope with the problems of contemporary America.
A simple, undirectional evoluti.on from gemeinschaft to gesel1_
schaft has not taken place. The basic ties of friendship,
primary relationships, 1and, faith., common origin and consciousness of kind still persist. These 'primordial ties,
have been transmuted by the immigration experience but they
have not been eliminated. on their substratum has been erected a complex society with vast pyramids of corporate
structures. Their persi.stence is not a rprobremr about which
rsomething must be done' but a
social asset. A new perspective on American ethnic rerations wilt recognize that force.s
producing ethnicity as werl as forces favoring assimilation
are operative in American society today. A realistic analysis
of the ethnic situation wirl take both into account, abandoning the idea that ethnicity is a disfunctional survivat from
a prior stage of sociar development. This wirl make it possible for sociologists to reaffirm that minority-majority
relations one aspect of ethnicity - are in fact group relations and not merery rerations between prejudice and victimized indlviduals. As such they are implicated in the

13

struggle for power and'privirege in society. en the basis
of an assessment of the forces which gene.rate. ttre sense of
ethnic identity even within the homogenizing confines of
modern society, sociologicar analysis can point to the possibilities of conscious intervention in the sociar process
to achieve given'ends and to weigh the costs and conseque.nces
of various poricy arternatives. social policies ,rreflect
social varues, and social values reveal what is important
to a group or a nation. policies toward outsiders and the
rpoorr are especially reveating of
what is important to the
29
dominating group. "
what is percei-ved as important affects
significantly government action that, in turn, affectS pers
sonsf werlbeing, and the. rerationship to the means of production and to the means of power. Moreover, positive selfimage is one goar which many would accept as a societar obligation: trThe differential distribution of positive feelings about one-self is perhaps the essence of, inegualiLy.u 30
rrrn both obvious and subtle
ways the group colors a manrs
view of himserf and what he expects of the worrd. The curture which it transmits helps or hinders him in th. competition he faces from the crad.le to the grave.. ft often pro_
vides the auspices for individual activityr dnd. through a
network of agencies and organizations it can exert a large
measure of control 0ver an individualrs life chances.
rndeed, what group one is born into is a matter of some im_

L4
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portance.rr rt is the thesis of this paper that ethnicity
is one of the important and significant resources of strength
in a society and an unsuppressible dimension of werlbeing,
and that theories and policies of cultural absorption are
unsound. Consequently, a pluralistic philosophy governing
intergroup and general human relations in society should be
adopted in order to fully legitimize the ethnic groups in
the mind of whole popurace and to induce their successfur
functionar operation. The manner of dealing not onry with
the ever-present poverty but arso with ethnicity wirr show
our values and our style.

III.

Toward a Theory

of Ethnicity

Pluralism in America tr-as been a pragmatic approactl.
The immigrants were not wercome as a group by the American
society and considerable pressure was put upon them to become Anglo-Saxons

as quickly as

possible. 'ryet the pres-

sures stopped short of being absolute, the American ethos
forced society to torerate religious and ethnic diversity
32

if it did not particularry like it.'
But pruralism
has yet to be d,efined in any comprehensive way. American
33
sociologists focusing their analysis on ethnicity pointed
out that Europeans in a stable society rooked to the group
even

15

as a countervailing force against the power of the state;
but Americans in a mobile, dynamic, and atomistic society
turned to it for social purposes, a feeling of belonging
and communal integration.

The ethnic aroup as a social

collectivity is to some extent a creation of the Ame.rican
environment. Ethnic groups have emerged in this country
because members of various immigrant groups have tried to
preserve something of the intimacy and familiarity of the
peasant village during the transition into urban industriar living. They have persisted because of an apparentry
very powerful drive in man toward associating with those
who possess the same blood and the sane berief s he d.oes.
The inclination toward such homogenous groupings simultaneously enriches the culture, provides for diversity
within the social structure and considerably increases the
potential for conflict, because by reinforcing exclusiveness, suspicion and distrust, they serve as ideal foci for
conflict.
While Gunnar lv1yrdal faile.d to understand Ameri.can
society when he assumed that this contradictory be.havior re-

flected a morar dilemma, it is not clear in which sense this
must be the accepted differentiated structure of our social
order.
The widespread existence

and their importance have made

of ethnic subcommunities
our society vastly more com-

plex than our ideas of town-harr de.mocracy. But.why have
ethnic aroups persi-sted as important colrectivities long

16

after the immigration trauma receded into the. background?
rf the ethnic group provides self-identification, when
does one so define himself? If the ,'urban villagers,' reveal more working class values than specifically ethnic
values, why do ethnic differences persist even when different social classes are examined separatery? rf ethnic
groups are "interest groups", why was not social class
or trade unions the membership around which American city
dwellers could ral1y, as it was in Engrand? rf wilr Herbergrs answer in converting ethnicity into religion seems
premature when we consider the countless ethnic subdivisj-ons within the three major religious groupings in America, are religious values more intimatery linked to ethnicity or do religious differences have substantiar ethnic
components in them?
Relating ethnicity to ',bIood and land', and ',prim34
ordj-al af finities of inef f able signif icance r rr or Gordonrs
"peoplehoodr" or Weberrs 'rconsciousness of kindrrr or Francist
"pilgrimage from peasant vilrage to industriar metropolisr',
or Greeley's rrsomething basic or primordiar in the human
psycher " or to define ethnic ties as *the basic group identityr r' "a powerful forming element in the individual psyche
35
and individuar personarityr" does not provid.e us with an
adequate answer. The positive and negative aspects of ethnicity may be rerated to developmental and situational fac^
tors but they are not dialectically explained.

L7

The

crucial factor in terms of the continuity
36

of an ethnic group is ethnic identif,ication.
In Erik
H. Erikson, who went beyond Freud in his effort to deal
more specifically with the link between the individual and
the group, between the child and society, between the lonely
ego and the crowd, the nature and functioning of ethnic

identity remains stiI1 blurred. It rerqains something
'ras unfathomable as it is all-pe.rvasive. one can only explore it by establishing its indispensability in various
contexts.rf It is (a process rlocatedr in the core of ttr-e
group

individual and yet also in the core of his communal culture,
a process which establishes, in fact, the identity of these
two identities, " whose interplay rtcould be conceptualize.d
37
only as a kind of psychosocial relativity.tt
It is hard
to question that the assumed "givens,n of social existence
or the biological holdings with which every person is involuntarily endowed at birth by the chance of where, of
whom, and when he is born - blood tiesr rac€, region, language, custom, unique history and values, inner cotrere.nce,
shared sameness, obscure emotional force, safe privacy,
inner mentar construction - are powerfur influe.nces that
reach the individual through the group into which he is born.
38
The anthropologist clifford Geertz distinguishes these
bonds from other kinds * classr perty, business, unionr prqfession - pointing out that ttre groups formed out of such
bonds do not, as such, become 'tcand.idates for nationhood.*

18

These are heavy

facts of life with profound positive
negative effects on the w.hole of human experienc€.
1. Belongingness and Self-esteem.
The functioning of the basic aroup identity
has
to do more cruciatry with two key ingredients

in the make. up
of every individualrs personality: his sense of
herongingness and the quality of serf-esteem. other
secondarr source.s
of bel0ngingness and self-esteem serve only
where the con_
ditions created by the basic group identity
do not get in
the way.
a - Belongingness.
An individual belongs to his basic group
in the
deepest and most literal sense that here he
is not

only a_
1one, but here, as long as he chooses to
remain in and of
it, he cannot be denied or rejected,. It i.s
an identity he
might sometimes want to abandon, but it is the
identity
that no one can take away from hin. To set oneself
against
the group and run the risk of being excruded
from it is to
put oneself in the painfur position of
marginality. For
the mere fact of beronging gives an incomparable
sense of
security' one thinks of Frostrs line about
home being the
place where, when yourve got to go the.re,
they,ve got to
take you in - or of the house of Muumbi,
as Harold R. rsaacs

t9
39

calls one's commitment to his tribal loyalties.
rn this
age of massive migration, for great numbers uprooted and
transported great physical and cultural and social distances,
the house of Muumbi is the ark they carry with them, the
temple of whatever rures of the game oners forebearers rived
by, the "traditiont, or "morality[ or whatever form of cree.d
or belief in a given set of answers to all ttre unanswerables.
The primary bonds give a person *ge.nuine security
and the knowledge of where he berongs.rn Through the ethnic
group, "he berongs to" acknowledged Erictr- Fromm in EPcppg
from Freedom, Ithe is rooted in, as structuralized whole in
which he has an unquestionable place.* Konrad Lorenzrs
I'territoriality"
of man becomes for these uproote.d an urge
for 'rsociar turf " called neighborhood. rrconsiderable numbers
of human beings continue to rive in neighborhoods and continue to be deepry attached to their social turf, to view
geography and interaction network of their local community
as an extension of themselves and to take any threat to the
neighborhood as a threat to the very core of ttreir being.* 40
The failure of the erite elements in the population to understand this shows that victor Ferkissr re.chnologric3l
ltalrr
the }ayth- and lhe Fgality did not yet destroy the two important contemporary myths of t'rapid social change', and "technological manr. based on the assumption that a change in technology almost inevitably generates new values, new personalities, new human needsr n€W patterns of basic behaVior. Any

20

attempt to reform urban society which is not based on a
prior attempt to unde.rstand, from the. 'insidelr the part

that the neighborhood prayf in the lives of
41
is doomed to frustration.

many people

b - Se1f-esteem.
Self-esteem is connected with belongingnessq
Every individual has to find the supporting measure. of
serf-acceptance or pride-in-self from somewhere to tive a
tolerable existence. Some people, xpassing', into the maJ-

ority society, can derive a sufficient serf-esteem out of
the stuff of their individual personarities, above, beyond
or despite the character or situation of their group. ottrers
have to depend heavily on their group identities to supply.
what their own individuar lives may too often deny them.
And most peopre need all they can get from both sources.
Group identity presents no problems when - like in a tightly
homogeneous society or group or in a stable society in which
all groups accept their prace - it is an assumed griven, wlren
serf-acceptance it generates is an unquestioned premise of
life. But when members of such groups stop subnitting to
the patterns of serf-rejection and self-hate coming out of
negative group identities successfurry imposed by stronger
on weaker groups, and need to acquire., feel and assert their
serf-esteem, that group identity becomes a source of confrict.
rt is an intrinsic and inescapable feature of systems incorp42
orating stigmatized ethnic identity.
It has been the start-

2L

ing point of the ethnic
2. The Dialectic of

movement

Communicy

in

of our own present time.

43

Hunan Relationships.

on the other hand, these basic human groupings
can become, as Erikson characterizes them, rr.pseud.ospeciesrt
when each uses others as *a screen for projection of nega-

tive identites... each affirming its superiority over a1l
others" - as opposed to the specieshood of man, whose recognition is a condition for creating a t,more universal,
more incrusive human identity. r, ,'They tet him recognize
himself ," had already pointed out Fromm, r'only through

the medium of his, or their participatipn in a cIan, a
social or religious community, and not as human beings. "

a-

Iluman

Intersubjectivity.

If Erikson saw a rtpsychosocial relativity'r be_
tween the individual and the group, we have to see arso a
powerful dialectical reration between trrcrrr, which are instances of the two poles of Time and Being overarching hu*
man experience in its most rational and critical moment of
understanding. The subjective pole develops in a deveropment that is social and historical, that stamps the stages
of progress with dates. Man is no Leibnizian nomad. Ire
is a sociar animal and the primordiar basis of the human
community is not the discovery of an idea but d spontaneous intersubjectivity"
The bonds of inte.rsubjectivity make

22

the experience of each resonate to ttre experience of others
and reach into a past of ancestors to give me.aning and. co^
hesion to the group or nation. Born without f,ixed instinc=
tual determinants of behavior, without any means of selfexpression, through slzmbolic interaction - language as a
vehicle of culture - the chird acquires in a few days
the wealth of thousands of years of civilizations and arl
the enrichment it brings in explaining and mediating the
world to him. A sense of belonging together provides the
dynamic premise for common enterprise, for mutuar aid and
succor, for the slrmpathy that augments joys and d.ivides
sorrows. rn developing these cultural and sociar bondsn
man arso develops stable and controlled patterns of pe.rsonal
behavior and of attitudes and motivations, making possibre
the congruence with group patterns but arso increasing ttr-e
complexity of the interpretation process.
Through symboric interaction, thenf man d.everops
what. weber called th-e consciousness of kind and znaniecki,
national culture societies. The curtural bond integrating
individual personarity patterns with the sociar and cultural
patterns developed by the group throughout its history and
assuring the unfolding of human potentials, is the key eIement of ethnicity and the rnain force. in the preservation process of group identity. The core of this culturar bond in
the primary ethnic aroups remains - through the socialization
process - under new layers of cultural and social content of
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multi-ethnic or even multi-nationar societies. rntersubjective community survives in the family with its circre
of relatives and its accretion of friends, in customs and
fork-ways, in basic arts and crafts and skirrs, in language and songs and dance, and in the inner psychology of

the basic group's members. Even in radical curtural chang€sr
intersubjeetivb community remains and provides a cushioning
effect, for exampre, to the cultural shock or alienation
44
which many immigrants experienced. The immigrants needed
their ethnic groups for mutuar support and for consensual
validation of patterns. ror in human affairs the decisive
factor is what one can expect of the other ferlow. such
expectations rest on recognized codes of behavior; they
appear to past performance, acquired habit and reputation;
they attain a maximum of precision and reliabirity among
those freguentry brought together, guided by similar motives,
sharing the same prosperity or adversity. The curtural bond
constitutes the basis for society,s growttr- and development.
The abiding significance and efficacy of human intersubjectivity is not overlookedr when motley states nane themserves nations, when consti.tutions are attributed to founding fathers, when image and slzmbol, anthem and assembly,
emotion and sentiment are invoked to impart an elementar
vigour and pitch to the vast and cold, technologicalr €cor-

omic, and poritical structures of human invention and conven-

tion.
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The troubled times of cfises, however, demand on

the part of basic groups, the discovery and communication of
new insights and a consequent adaptation of spontaneous attitudes. unfortunatery, the responses of these groups are
coupled with the ethos and the interests of the groups that
do not regard ar1 changes in the same cold light of the

general good of society:, and are prone to have a blind spot
for the insights that reveal their wellbeing to be excessive
or their usefulness at an end. The tend.ency toward €xaggerated ethnocentrism and selfaggrandj-sement can turn basic
groups into factions, marked by clannishnessr scapegoating,
and sterotyping. By becoming practicar - more. and more a

factor within the technologicar, economic, poritical process, more and more a tool that served palpably usef,ur ends
the curtural bond renounces its one essential_ function and by
that renunciation condemns practicality to ruin.
b-

Human Understanding

But besides the elementary communion of intersubjectivity, there are operative in a1r a drive to understand
and an insistence on behaving intelligently that generate
and imprement conunon ways, common manners, comrnon undetrtak-

ings, cornmon commitments. rntelligence. is a principle of
universalization and of urtimate synthesis. For this reason, it would seem a mistake to conceive with Durkheim,
45
coorey, the Marxists, and B.F. skinner the sociological
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as simply a matter of external constraint.

"It is true.
enough that society constraints the individual in a thousand ways. rt is true enough that ttre individual tr-as but
a slight understanding of the genesis and growttr- of the
civilization into which he was born. rt is true. enougtr
that many of the things he must do are imposed upon him in
a merery external fashion. Yet within the walrs of his individuality, there is more than a Trojan horse. Ire has no
choice about wanting to understand; he is committed not by
any decision of his own but by nature to inte.rrigent behavior; and as these determinants are responsible for the
emergence of social orders in the pastr so ttr-ey account for
their development, their maintenance, their refornation.
spontaneously every corlapse is followed by a reconstruction,
every disaster by a new beginningf every revolution by a
new era. commonly, men want a different social order but,
left to themselves, they never consent to a complete anarctry.
There is, then, a radical tension of community.
rntersubjective spontanelty and intelligently devised social
order possess different properties and different tendencies.
Yet to both by his \rery nature man is committed. rnterli*
gence cannot but devise general solutions and general rule.s.
The individual is intelligent and so he cannot e.njoy peace
of mind unless he subsumes tris own feelings and actions under
the general rures that he regards as interligent. yet fee.ling and spontaneous action have their home. in the. intersubjective group and it is onry with an e.ffort and then only in
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favoured times that the intersubjective groups fit

harmon46

iously within the larger pattern of social orderr', when
the good of order has come to terms with the intersubjective
groups; it has adapted to its own requirements the play
of imagination, the resonance of sentiment, the strength
of habit, the ease of familiarity, the impetus of enthusiasm,
the power of agreement and consent. The Babel of our day
in ethnic group relations is the comulative product of a
series of refusals to understand.

IV.

Conclusion

The 'primary tiesr of ethnic Aroups, then, are
historical human condition to be reckonedwith but not an

a

in the way of desirable human development.
The individual's need not to be alone and isolated is, uItimately, not so much a need to escape Balzacrs ,'moral
aloneness" from "1ack of relatedness to values, symbols,
patterns rrr but a need to belong and to be througrh inteIligible patterns of relationships. As the dialectic in the
individual and in society reveals, man is a compound*intension of intelligence and intersubjectivity. IIe does
not live exclusively either on the level of intersubject-ivity or on the level of detached intelligence. On the contrary, his living is a d.ialectical re.sultant springing from
immovable block
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a long time but perhaps not long enough, considering the
centuries and millennia that other smaller societies needed
for their maturing. It is not just the matter of enjoyment of being together, belonging, communicatingT interacting - it is a matter of social responsibilities, ef
loyalties and solidarities, of deep commitme.nt to other
human beings, to groupsr and to society, within the bonds
of " f reed,om and dignity . "
Nor is knowledge enough. One has to be. creative.
Modernity lacks roots. Its values lack balance and depth.
Iv1uch of its science is destructive of man. The contemporary issue of ethnicity, then, is a tremendous challe.nge and
opportunity bOth to society and to the ethnic aroups themselves. To grasp it and to meet its challenge calls for a
collective effort toward a richer and more exciting human
community. It is not the individual but the group ttr.at
transforms the culture. The group does so by its concern
for excellence, by its ability to wait and le.t issues mature,
by its preserving efforts to understand, by its discernment
for what is at once simple and profound, by its demand f,or
the first-rate and its horror of mere destructiveness.
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